CF Products
Traxx Clean, Protect & Shield

CF Products

A total package of products to Clean, Protect and Shield your
construction equipment, tools and vehicles.

Traxx Clean, Protect & Shield

Keep your new equipment and job site looking like new or refurbish
your older machinery to new, and keep it that way.
CF products are environmentally friendly and fully biodegradable.

CFShield

release agent

This is a highly effective, easy to use
product which is non-flammable,
biodegradable, non-staining to
concrete, and prevents slurry
adhering to porous surfaces. It
promotes clean and easy formwork
removal, as well as longer form life. It
does not contain petroleum or diesel
fuel oil and is pleasant to use and
handle.
Spray on to almost any surface
before generation of slurry or grime
from concrete sawing, drilling or
general building activities, for instant
removal after job completion.

CFProtect

corrosion protection

This is a highly effective, easy to
use product which is a non-toxic,
biodegradable protective coating.
It lubricates, is pleasant to use and
handle, contains no hydrocarbons
and will keep your tools looking like
new.

CFCitro

all purpose cleaner/degreaser

This is a highly effective,
nonflammable biobased product that
is specifically formulated to provide
an environmentally safe alternative
for the removal of:
-- Grease

-- Tree Sap

-- Oil

-- Wax

-- Asphalt

-- Permanent
Marker

-- Tar
-- Adhesive
Residues

-- Sticky Tape
-- Grime

CFBiowash

concentrated penetrating detergent

A specially formulated, penetrating
detergent. For cleaning trucks,
buses, cars, motorcycles or
construction equipment. Dirt, oil
and fuel stains are quickly removed
from washable surfaces. Safe to
use on paint, rubber, aluminium,
chrome, vinyl, steel and concrete.
Environmentally friendly and
ultimately biodegradable.

CFClean

industrial equipment cleaner

This is a highly effective, easy to use
product which is hydrochloric acid
free with a built-in corrosion inhibitor,
and is safe to use on most surfaces.
For the removal of built up cement
slurry and grime, stains and rust
spots from a broad range of
construction equipment.

CF

concrete remover

This rapid acting easy to use product
removes very heavy, difficult to
remove concrete and cement build
up and stains from a broad range of
concrete placement equipment. It
contains a built-in corrosive inhibitor.
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